
INTRODUCTION
The 3SG Plus and Accela partnership delivers
comprehensive building, zoning, and permitting
software solutions tailored to government
agencies. This collaborative venture provides
public agencies with a robust platform designed
to streamline efficiency, enhance compliance,
and improve transparency and citizen
engagement.

EMPOWERING EFFICIENCY 
WITH ACCELA SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

3SG Plus is an authorized Accela reseller, integrator, and professional services provider. We deploy
customized Accela solutions and integrate Accela software with other agency platforms to enhance
functionality and effectiveness. We also provide onboarding assistance and post-implementation
support.

Our team brings over 10 years of experience configuring Accela platform and regulatory
compliance. Our expertise and comprehensive support services enhance operational effectiveness,
boost transparency, and maximize the value and impact of their Accela software. 

3SG Plus is a certified minority-owned technology reseller and IT services provider headquartered
in Columbus, Ohio. We specialize enterprise in providing content management, digital
transformation, and cybersecurity solutions to public agencies and private sector clients. 

Accela is an industry leader in powering communities that thrive and empowering the people who
lead them. The company designs and delivers government software to improve efficiency and
increase resident engagement.

Accela provides a unified cloud-based platform of ready-to-deploy permitting, licensing and code
enforcement software solutions that accelerate growth, efficiency and transparency in communities
of all sizes. The open and flexible technology helps agencies address specific needs today while
ensuring they are well prepared for the emerging challenges of the future.
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Planning departments play a pivotal role in ensuring safe, attractive, and inclusive communities for
diverse demographics. Government agencies must establish consistent polices, manage
infrastructure, and align developments with master plans to facilitate safe and compliant growth.

AGENCY CHALLENGES

OUTCOMES OF ACCELA SOFTWARE

Navigating the complexities of planning and development comes with its share of challenges. 

Increased data entry error
risk with manual plan review
and approval processes 

Inefficient compliance
enforcement of local codes,
regulations, and ordinance 

Loose and ambiguous
planning with many moving
parts

Project delays for contractors
and companies waiting for
approvals and permits

Manual communications and
data sharing among agency
and contractor personnel

Increased time, money, and
resources required to process
fees

With 3SG Plus, agencies benefit from an integrated solution and post-implementation support to
ensure business outcomes are met. 

Ensured compliance with local
codes and regulations through
real-time alert notifications

Streamlined project planning
through automated workflows
and approval processes

Ontime and on-budget project
completion through faster
approval and permit processes

Real-time communication and
data sharing with immediate
visibility for all stakeholders

Cost savings through
automation and resource
reduction 

Improved economic growth
through error reduction and
plan review acceleration
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ACCELA SOFTWARE FEATURES

Modern, intuitive interface 
Electronic document review and approval
management
Workflow management and task
automation
Code enforcement and compliance 
GIS mapping for interactive visualizations
Online portal for staff, contractors, and
citizens
Convenient online ACH and credit card
payment processing 
Built-in reporting for agency productivity
insights
APIs, SDKs, and open data integration
capabilities 

The Accela platform includes a comprehensive suite features designed to modernize agency
operations including the following:

WHY 3SG PLUS
AND ACCELA?
Together, 3SG Plus and Accela offer agencies a
holistic and adaptable software solution to manage
building, zoning, and permitting processes.

Customized software implementation and
professional services from 3SG Plus ensure effective
user adoption and maximized system uptime.

The Accela platform enhances citizen interactions,
agency confidence, and community involvement. 

CONTACT US
614.407.7990 sales@3sgplus.com www.3sgplus.com


